RESULT: Ten cases were treated by means of ORIF, 31 cases by dynamic distraction treatment, 2 cases by combination of ORIF and dynamic distraction treatment, and 12 cases by conservative therapy. The mean operative duration of ORIF was over six hours, and in some cases of intraarticular fracture, completion of surgery was impossible and discontinued. Dynamic distraction treatment worked well in most cases, however, in some cases with displacement of large bony fragments, only modest reduction was obtained and long period was needed to recovery of the TMJ. In such cases, combination of ORIF and dynamic distraction treatment achieved better outcomes. Conservative therapy was performed only when location of the fractured fragment was not changed.
DISCUSSION:
Dynamic distraction treatment is very effective when fractured fragment is not large (intra-articular fracture; Type VI) or the bone fragment remains within dislocation (Type IV, V). For extra-articular fracture with displacement of bony fragment (Type II, III), ORIF can be the choice, however, combination of ORIF and dynamic distraction treatment which can avoid plate fixing and thus be less-invasive may be more preferred by many surgeons.
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